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E-pistols for Hurryet Tubman

What is happening here is a positioning:
the crack body of history in the membrane of my current happenstance. Here I am! a
terror!st. Please know that when I place these arms on you, dear reader, we both corrupt with
pleasure. The gutteral guh guh guh guh! of
what it means to experience the letter

Dear Harriet Tubman,
How is it to be buried under the singular displeasure of the sentence?

Your life story is depicted in a series of silhouette panels; i.e. the sentence like a sentence. In
one, an infant’s body. In another, trees surround the figure of the woman shape. Then the
marriage. Then the journey. Then the house. Then the deathbed. Then the letters. Harriet, I eat
the pink stained tyranny of a sentence for you—get a little bit emo. I get emo near the garbage
by the placard. I get emo next the Lay’s Potato Chips bag. I get emo-tional around the empty
Heineken bottles likes doves in the bushes. I get emotional in the sweater I’m wearing. I get
emotional on my way into the Dunkin’ Donuts. I get emotional on my donut.
When I look at you I say I am not a white man.
It has to be said, Harryette, that I’m 28 and stuck in the vortex of being 28
in the age of the internet and liminal spaces. One of my poem’s fingers creeps in to my asshole.
& everything is there.
There is a pleasure to the body torn to pieces.

Araminta,
Object of my wetness
glistening and protruding wetness
whole like the historically abject
unperform all the abled body syntax

This don’t want to cohere
but will anyone be my friend?

Dear Harriet Tubman,
I want to use your body for my own pleasures. In other words, to be historical. In other words, I
want to warp your flesh around my subject. In other words, art needs bodies & I believe in ritual.
In other words, through history, I am such a slurk. In other words, I sniff your garments & cover
myself in the glazed sheath of your human skin. Magical restorations in which poems are the
only bodies. In other words, I shimmer the guilt.

Bodies are objects Harriet Tubman and, as such, have more power, in others’ words.

Your art withholds information from you, and
you’ll either have to beg for it, or be forced to
try and act on your own. This means that you’ll
have a greater chance of failure. This form of
control makes the art feel superior as they
know more than you do.

This may be a woman-on-woman violence

Dear Harriet,
My art’s project is to compete with the body
terror it!
But the ugly narrative first, Moses
to have a body is to be sobject
The problem we’re dealing with is—
—guh guh guh guh!
I can’t gut it out, Harryette, I’m stuck in the gutter.
Something I suppose you know well.

P.S. They called you Moses in the same way I call you Hurryet—we erupt the human line.

Your art controls you by putting you down all the
time, in public and in private. They might make
offensive jokes about you in public, patronize you,
insult you or make rude sounds while you talk.
Dear Ms. Ross,
a internet tells me your skull was cracked as a child
a internet tells me my birthplace
a internet shows me your hard-edged stare repeated hysterically
a internet lists out your many names
there’s a pleasure in these violences
when I see these things I feel in a Barbara Kruger way, Harriet
EVERYTHING
ALL
OVER
MY
FACE
this narrative violence that history imposes
you were you
I was I
The thick membrane of this happenstance; I’ll put my crack on it.

Harriet,
my clit perks and waves to the sun!
it thinks it to be its own reflection
and it looks up the word ENTITLED
At your memorial, I dangle from your big hand like a metaphor: I’m the slobbery noodle.
The way out of this, Hurryet, is through language but I can’t stop narrating, guh, it feels so good.

Your art controls you by bringing up private
moments that you might not want to be general
knowledge, and turning it around so that you come
out as the fool and they come out as the hero.

Dear Moses,
In Art
none of us hero.
There are many versions of me on the internet
and they are all arms!
Have you heard:
What a pair of hips can do
to your historical line.

Your art controls you by making you
responsible for their behavior, and in doing this
avoids all accountability. It will be your fault
because you didn’t remind them, or set a good
example, or stop them soon enough when you
saw they were doing the wrong thing.

		Harriet,
		

Please excuse, I’m trying to arc at the moment

Harryette Mullen,
This is so really hystorical
because when I said I was writing about guns everybody winced
because I forgot to mention they were just my metaphors.
I do believe the poet can act like a terrorist
with a guh guh guh guh!
fat onto the sentence
it’s too safe for whats!
here, I’m really writing about a body, as the landscape, Moses
and the desire to write about that body
without all the whats
I think there I found an art there

		
That sentence can sustain all this
		
like a pro
		
		
can a body

Moses,
Language is a type-o-trash & I’m uncertain about the concept of nonviolence
as in, these letters are all arms
When I pass by your memorial on my way to Dunkin’ Donuts, I get the word sickies. Did you
hear me, Harriet, all my lovers have white names? The tail end of the statue is a tangle of roots
dragging you down to the earth. On the internet there’s a discussion about whether you are
facing in the right direction: glazing south to where you came from or facing north to where you
are going. The artist said you are supposed to be an object here. “She is not represented
as herself, Harriet Tubman,” it reads.
I have to say this: Am I a using you.

Your art controls your emotions by using body
language and gestures.
These can be—sighing deeply, refusing to look
you in the eye, making a big show of crossing
their arms with a bored look on their faces,
withholding affection, making up fake stories
about you and calling it art, pretending to be
you and wearing your garments when you have
already died.

P.S.
As in, last night I could feel your fingers
open up the asshole, Araminta, and all your ghosts coming out,
(UNDO THIS BODY)
as in, another type of historical error
as in the closing line of this love letter:
You are a huge thing/
I can dangle from.
(POEMS ARE THE ONLY REAL BODIES)

I know for certain
bodies were made to be weaponed
and so my desire was born

Your art controls your time by making you wait
or even by not giving you a direct answer
to your question and replying with a “We’ll have to
wait and see.”

Experience starts with the guh. I know of you, Conductor, in the way I know myself; the poem is
many armed.
I read the following on a school teacher’s website: We

Day because we should not forget her.

are dying to have a Harriet Tubman

When you get to the end, you have more sincerity that wants to tickle out, but this body is tried.

Harriet,
This is a poem I did not write:
5 Senses Poem About Harriet Tubman
I am Harriet Tubman. (who)
I was walking on the Underground Railroad. (what)
When I saw a slave trying to get away (who)
At 5:00 in the morning (when)
To get to Canada (where)
For freedom. (what)
By Jonathan and Chris

There’s a terror that we will love
too many people in one lifetime
and won’t give ourselves to any one
sentence

Dear Mrs. Tubman,
There will come a day when body is an abolition
I can’t be sure who I am because she has no way of speaking.

Your art controls you by defining your reality.
They discount your experiences and replace it with
their truth and reality which is actually a lie. For
example, “That’s not what happened,” “That’s not
what I said,” “That’s not what you saw or felt,” or
the best one of all, “I know you better than you
know yourself, HARRIET TUBMAN!”

Amarinta,
The e-pistols are filling you from the inside out. The e-pistols are pouring into the ear hole, the
belly button hole, the mouth hole, the pee hole, the eyehole, the butthole, the penis hole, the
throat hole, the stink hole, the vein hole, the vagina hole, the nipple hole, the brain hole, the
tooth hole, the stomach hole, the face hole, the bone hole. The e-pistols feel the holes from the
inside out, until the hole is stuffed and bursting. The sheath of your human skin becomes less
and less. It’s almost translucent. It’s almost glaze.
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